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1. Presentation ___ are applications mainly used for preparing multimedia presentations

     	      Forms

     	--->> Tools

     	      Forms

     	      Codes

2. Generally, an interpreter translates the source program to ___ language as the 
program is being executed.

     	      Modelled

     	      Assembly

     	      Mneumonic

     	--->> Machine

3. The facility to install other applications in a computer system is found on the  ___ 
panel

     	      System

     	      Group

     	      Logic

     	--->> Control

4. ___ Systems are specifically developed to serve as human experts in a specific area 
of knowledge

     	      Linked

     	      Open

     	      Closed

     	--->> Expert

5. A language is said to be _____ if it is relatively easy to implement .
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     	      Unstructured

     	      Serial

     	--->> Structured

     	      Open

6. A Driver actually acts as a ____ of the meaning of the signals received by the OS

     	      Indexer

     	--->> Translator

     	      Serializer

     	      Compiler

7. Microsoft ____ is used to perform statistical operations

     	      Access

     	      Word

     	--->> Excel

     	      Outlook

8. A Word Processing ___ has the fundamental function of text manipulation

     	      System

     	      Set

     	      Source

     	--->> Software

9. Microsoft ____ is a good Database application

     	      Excel

     	      Access

     	--->> Publisher

     	      Word
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10. The two major classes of languages classified as low level languages are the ___ 
language and  machine language

     	      Sourced

     	--->> Assembly

     	      Artificial

     	      Mneumonic
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